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Abstract 
On the one hand, the inclusion problem for nonerasing and erasing pattern languages is un- 
decidable (see Jiang et al., 1995). On the other hand, the language equivalence problem for non- 
erasing pattern languages is trivially decidable (see Angluin, 1980) but the question of whether 
the same holds for erasing pattern languages is still open. It has been conjectured by Jiang et 
al. that the language equivalence problem for erasing pattern languages is also decidable. In this 
paper, we introduce a new normal form for patterns and show, using the normal form, that the 
language equivalence problem for erasing pattern languages is decidable in many special cases. 
We conjecture that our normal form procedure decides the problem in the general case, too. If 
the conjecture holds true, then the normal form is the shortest pattern generating a given erasing 
pattern language. 
1. Introduction 
A pattern c( is a word over two disjoint alphabets C U V, where C is an alphabet of 
terminals and V is an alphabet of variables. The language LE,J(~) generated by the 
pattern M is obtained in the obvious way: One takes all words obtained by substituting 
words over Z for the variables in CC Since variables may be replaced with the empty 
word ;I, such patterns will be referred to as erasing or E-patterns, in the sequel. 
If the replacement of a variable with the empty word is forbidden, then the generated 
language will be denoted by LNEJ(U) and we speak of a non-erasing or NE-pattern. 
It is known that the inclusion problem (is the language generated by a pattern in- 
cluded in the language generated by another pattern?) for nonerasing and erasing pattern 
languages is undecidable; see [6]. However, the language equivalence problem (do two 
patterns generate the same language‘?) for nonerasing patterns is trivially decidable: 
Two patterns LX and p generate the same NE-language if and only if they are identical 
up to variable renaming. It is very easy to see that this does not hold for E-patterns. 
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Jiang et al. [6] conjectured that the language equivalence problem for erasing pattern 
languages is decidable (cf. also [IO]). 
In this paper, we investigate the E-language equivalence problem and show that the 
conjecture is true in many cases. Our “decision procedure” is based on a decidable 
and length-decreasing reduction relation --+r C(c U V)+ x (C U V)+. Roughly speaking, 
pattern a reduces to another pattern a’ (which will be denoted by M -fy CI’) if a’ can be 
obtained from the pattern a by deleting certain variables from CI and SI = a(~‘), where 
0 is a (linear) morphism. Since --+ is length-decreasing, every reduction sequence 
starting from a pattern LX must end in an irreducible pattern, a so-called normal form. 
Moreover, -+ is language-preserving, that is, if M -+r x’, then LE,r(U) =LE,z(cI’). We 
conjecture that reduction to normal form yields a decision procedure: 
Conjecture 1. Two E-patterns dejne the same language over an alphabet Z with 
card(C) 3 3 if and only if their normal forms with respect to +I are identical, up to 
renaming of variables. 
Note that in Conjecture 1, the restriction card(C) 3 3 is essential. This is witnessed 
by the following example from [5]. 
Example 1.1. Let .X= {0, l}, CI =xOlyOz, and p =xOylOz. Both CI and /I are in normal 
form w.r.t. -+; see Section 4. Although Ls,r(~()=La,&?), CI and /I are not identical 
up to renaming of variables. 
We will prove in Section 4 that the conjecture can be paraphrased as follows: If 
CI, /? E (C u V)+ are patterns and card(Z) 33, then L&a) =La,r(IJ) if and only if there 
are morphisms f : var(a) + var(/?)* and g: var(B) + var(a)* such that f(m) =p and 
s(P) = a. 
Also note that if Conjecture 1 holds true, then the normal form is the shortest pattern 
that generates a given E-pattern language. This is because +, is a length-decreasing 
reduction relation. Hence, we conjecture, in fact, that our normal form is a minimal 
description of the corresponding language. 
We will prove in Sections 3 and 5 that the equivalence problem for E-pattern lan- 
guages can in many cases be decided by this procedure, for instance, whenever 
l the underlying alphabet C contains two constants that do not occur in the patterns 
(this is always true if C is infinite), 
l card(C) exceeds the number of terminal segments in one pattern by at least two, 
l the normal form of one pattern has independent variable segments, 
l the normal form of one pattern is linear, 
l the normal form of one pattern is a one-variable pattern, 
l the normal form of one pattern does not contain consecutive variables. 
It is interesting to note that the first two special cases can already be proved by further 
developing a proof technique used in [6]; see Section 3. However, we will indicate why 
this technique is not sufficient to prove the general case. Furthermore, we will pose 
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two open questions. An affirmative answer to one of them would prove decidability of 
E-language equivalence. 
For a nice introduction to patterns and reasons why they are of interest in formal 
language theory, the reader is referred to [ 10, 111. Aspects of inductive inference and 
the theory of learning ~ although closely related to patterns - will not be discussed in 
this paper, details can be found in [2,4,7], for instance. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, basic definitions are recalled and in 
Section 3 our first results are presented. Section 4 explains the normal form approach, 
while Section 5 contains decidability results based on normal forms. Finally, in Section 
6 it is shown that in contrast to what has been claimed in [3], the recent approach of 
Danyi and Fiilop does not solve the problem. 
2. Basic definitions 
Given an alphabet C, the set of all words over C is denoted by C*, whereas Cc 
stands for the set of all nonempty words over C. The length of a word x E C* is denoted 
by 1x1. The empty word will be denoted by 2, its length is zero. For an arbitrary set S, 
card(S) denotes its cardinality. 
In the sequel, C and V are two disjoint alphabets. Elements of Z are called terminuls 
(or constants) and elements of V are called variubles. Usually, 0, l,a, b,c will denote 
constants, whereas X, y,z,x’, y’,z’,xl,. . will stand for variables. Any word x over the 
union C U V is said to be a pattern. The number of occurrences of a letter x t Z U V 
in r is denoted by 1~11,. The set of variables of V appearing in cx will be denoted by 
W(Y). 
A mapping h:(CUV)* + (CUV)* with h(i,)=i. and h(wt~~)=h(~r)h(w~) is 
called a morphism. A morphism h is said to be terminal-preserving if h(a) =a for 
every a E C. Every mapping CJ from V to (2Y U V)” extends uniquely to a terminal- 
preserving morphism h: (CU V)” + (CU V)*, where h(x) = cr(x) for every x e V. 
Thus, whenever we speak of a morphism cr : V + (C U V)* in the sequel, its corre- 
sponding terminal-preserving morphism is meant. Henceforth, cr, v, f, g, h will denote 
morphisms. A bijective morphism 0: V ---f V is called a variable renaming. Two pat- 
terns x and p are said to be identical up to variuble renaming if and only if there is 
a variable renaming 0 such that r = o(p). A pattern x with card(var(a)) = k + 1 is 
in canonical form if the variables occurring in LX are precisely {xo,x~,x~, .,xk} and 
for every i with 0 <i < k, the leftmost occurrence of x, in LX is to the left of the 
leftmost occurrence of Xi+1 in 2. Clearly, every pattern 51 has a canonical form x’, and 
furthermore SI and $I’ are identical up to variable renaming. Moreover, the canonical 
fomr of a pattern can be computed in linear time. Thus, it can be tested in linear time 
whether or not two patterns are identical up to variable renaming. 
The language Ls,r(a) generated by an E-pattern c( t (C U V)+ is defined by 
LE,Z(a) = {w E C* /w = a(a) for some morphism 0: V + C*}. 
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The language L~J(cI) generated by an NE-pattern c( E (C U V)+ is defined as 
LNE,~(M) = {w E Z* 1 w = o(a) for some morphism g : V -+ Z+}. 
Given two E-patterns CI and p, it is not difficult to prove that if there is a terminal- 
preserving morphism h with h(b) = cx, then LE,z(a) &LE,J@). The same statement 
holds for NE-patterns. These observations will be used freely in the sequel. 
Let !I be a pattern. a has a unique representation DI,JU~~IU~ . . . LX,_ 1 U,CI,, where 
~o,k f v*, c+EY+ for l<i < m, and uiEC+ for l<i<m, m>O. We call the 
subwords ui the terminal segments of CL Furthermore, the Cli are called the vari- 
able segments of CL. By imposing syntactic restrictions, we obtain special patterns. 
We say that 01 has independent variable segments if for all 1 <i < j <m we have 
var(ai) n var(ai) = 8. Pattern CI is linear if every variable x E var(a) OCCLU-s exactly 
once in a. Obviously, every linear pattern has independent variable segments. Pattern 
u is said to be terminal-free if no terminal occurs in it. Pattern a is a one-variable pat- 
tern if it contains occurrences of one variable only. Finally, there is the more semantic 
notion of unambiguity. A pattern a is unambiguous if, for every word w E LE,r(or), 
there is a unique terminal-preserving morphism IS such that ~(a) = w. It is decidable 
whether or not a pattern is unambiguous; see [8]. Moreover, every one-variable pattern 
is unambiguous; see also [S]. 
3. Preliminary results 
On the one hand, Jiang et al. [6] have shown that the inclusion problem for E-pattern 
languages is in general undecidable. On the other hand, this problem is decidable 
for terminal-free patterns; see [6]. Consequently, the E-language equivalence problem 
for terminal-free patterns is decidable. Despite the fact that the inclusion problem for 
general E-pattern languages is undecidable, it might be the case that the decidability 
of the equivalence problem for general E-pattern languages can be proved by showing 
the decidability of the inclusion problem for certain E-patterns. This follows from the 
following theorem owing to Jiang et al. [5,6]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let 01, p E (C U V)+. Moreover, let a = CZOU~CI~U~. . . a,_1 u,cxm and /? = 
~~I.I~~~v~ . . . Pn_l~,Pn be their unique representations, that is to say, clo,/?o, a,,,,P,, E V*, 
~jfV+fO~1~i<~,~j~V+fO~1~j<n,Uj~~+fO~1~i~mm,Vj~C’f0~1~j~n, 
m,n 20. IfL&a) =LE,zJP) and card(C) 23, then m = n and Uj = vi for 1 < i<m. If 
card(C) >4, then it further follows LEJ(CC~) = LEJ(/$) for 0 <i d m. 
Again, the assumption card(Z) 3 3 is crucial; see Example 1.1. It is unknown whether 
the restriction card(C)34 can be weakened to card(Z) 3 3 in the last statement of 
Theorem 3.1. In view of the above theorem, we introduce the following notion. 
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Definition 3.2. Two patterns a and /3 are called similar if and only if in their unique 
representations the respective terminal segments coincide, that is to say, cx = xgui xi 2.42 
%7-1Udbl and /j=lj0~1lj1~2...lj~--1~,B,. 
With these notations, the first open problem can be stated as follows. 
Open question 1. Is the inclusion problem decidable for similar E-patterns? 
If the answer was positive in case card(C) 23, then the decidability of the 
equivalence problem for general E-pattern languages would follow: Given patterns 
C! = cI()U1cIiU2..  X,_lU,L& and fi = poui pi ~2 . fin- 1 c,,p,, first check whether m = n 
and ui = vi for 1 <i <m. If not, then L E,z(x) # L&p). If so, then decide La,~(r)= 
La,z(/?) by testing inclusion in both directions. 
It is important to note that the undecidability of the inclusion problem for general 
E-pattern languages does, a priori, not imply the undecidability of the inclusion prob- 
lem for similar E-patterns. This is because the patterns used in the undecidability proof 
of [61] are not similar. And in fact, we can prove that the inclusion problem for similar 
E-patterns is decidable provided that the alphabet C contains two constants not occur- 
ring in the patterns. This can already be done by using the technique Jiang et al. [6] 
employed for deciding the language equivalence problem for terminal free E-patterns. 
Definition 3.3. Let V = {xl,. . . ,xn} be a set of variables and C be an alphabet with 
card(C) 3 2. For every pair of letters u, b in C, a # 6, and an integer k > 0, we define 
a morphism xk,u,h : V 4 {a, b}* by 
rk,&&) = abk*‘+1aabk*i+2a.. . abk*(‘+‘)a, 1 <i<rz. 
Lemma 3.4. Let C be an alphabet and let x,,O E (C U V)+ be similar patterns of’ 
the jbrm a = x~ulx~z4~. . z,_~u,cI, and b == ~oulplu2.. . /J,_~u,,&,,. Zf C contains tw’o 
distinct letters a and b which do not occur in c( and /3, then T~I~,~,~(cx) E L&/j) if 
and only iJ‘ there exists a morphism h : var(fl) -+ car(a)* such that h(p) = r. 
Proof. The if part is trivially true. The only if part can be proved analogous to 
Lemma 7.1 of [6] as follows. Let var(u) = {XI,. ..,x,} and k = Ipi. Since rk&(X) E 
Ls,z(P), there is a v: var@) --f z* such that v(p) = Zk,a,b(x). For every x E vu(x), 
T&J,(X) consists of k segments of the form ab’a. Thus, for every xi E vu(a), there is 
at least one segment abha, k * i + 1 <j, <k :K (i + 1 ), such that none of the appearance(s) 
of this segment in v(B) is split by any partition of v(p) into v(fi’) and Q”) where 
fl= ,P’fl”. For every x E vu(a), we choose one such segment to be the anchor segment 
of x in z~.~,&c) w.r.t. fl. We also say that this segment anchors x. 
Suppose there is a variable y E uur(fl) such that v(y) contains a terminal differ- 
ent from a and b, say c, occurring in p. Let c occur l-times in b. Then c appears 
more than I-times in v(p). Apparently, c also occurs l-times in rk&(C(). This, how- 
ever, contradicts the equality v(o) = rL-,a,b(x). So for any variable y E var(/?), it follows 
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v(y) E {a,b}*. Suppose that y occurs in /Ii, 0 < i < rn (the cases i =0 and i =m are 
similar and simpler). Let c be the last letter of ui and d the first letter of Ui+i (c =d 
is possible). Let the last letter of ui be the pth appearance of c and the first letter 
of Ui+i be the qth appearance of d in /I. Since v(y) does not contain any letter from 
a terminal segment, v(y) is in between the pth appearance of c and the qth appearance 
of d in v(p). This observation plays a key role in the proof. 
We define a morphism h : var(p) --+ w-(a)* as follows. For each y E oar(B), let 
azA aabjz, a . . . & a, r20, 
be the word obtained from v(y) by deleting all the incomplete segments and segments 
that are not anchor segments. Note that the indices il,i2,. . . ,i, are not necessarily 
distinct. Hereby a segment ab&sa anchors a variable Xi, E var(a), 16 i, <n. Then we 
define h(y)=~i~x;~ . . .xir. Clearly, h(P) = CI because each appearance of x in a has 
exactly one anchor segment w.r.t. /?. •I 
Now we are in a position to prove the first decidability results. 
Theorem 3.5. Let Z be an alphabet and let do, fi E (C U V)+ be similar patterns. If C 
contains two distinct constants a and b not occurring in CI and /3, then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
1. LE,Z(@) cLE,dlj). 
2. ~j,tI,a,b(~) E&Z(P). 
3. There exists a morphism h : var(p) -+ var(a)* such that h(P) = CC. 
Proof. The implications (1) + (2) and (3) + (1) are trivially true. (2) + (3) has been 
proved in Lemma 3.4. 0 
Corollary 3.6. For two similar patterns and an alphabet Z with a, b E Z, where a and 
b do not appear in LX and j?, it is decidable whether L~,z(a) C LE,z(@). 
Proof. By Theorem 3.5, it suffices to show the decidability of the membership problem. 
It is not very difficult to prove that the membership problem for E-patterns is decidable 
(in fact, it is NP-complete); see [ 1,5]. 0 
Corollary 3.7. If card(Z)>3, then the equivalence problem for E-pattern languages 
is decidable whenever the underlying alphabet .Z contains two terminals that do not 
occur in the patterns. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.6. 0 
Notice that the inclusion problem (and hence the equivalence problem) for E-pattern 
languages is particularly decidable if C is infinite. 
We next discuss the limits of the above proof technique. Clearly, we would like to 
get rid of the annoying condition “C has to contain two distinct constants a and b that 
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do not occur in c1 and /!“. The crucial point is that this condition enabled us to infer 
the second implication below (cf. Lemma 3.4) 
However, if there are no extra constants, then it is not clear at all which encoding 
tl~i,l,,l~(~) should be taken, i.e., which constants lr,lz EC, 1, # 12 should be chosen 
to encode the variables in ~1. A possible solution would be to generalize the above 
method: Find a finite test set F c LE,~(x) such that F c LE,+!i) implies the existence 
of a terminal-preserving morphism h such that h(P) = CC. A very natural candidate would 
be the set of all encodings, i.e., the set 
F= {r~fil,r,,rz(a) Il1>12 E 1, 11 # 12). 
But the next example shows that this set is not sufficient when card(C) = 3 (the situ- 
ation might be different for card(C) >4). 
Example 3.8. Let c = {a, b,c}, CI = _VI a ~‘2 b y3y2y4 and p =zl az2 bz3z2. There is 
a morphism f : var(cc) --) uar(fi)* such that f(x)=fl. Hence &J(B) cLE,c(a). The 
opposite inclusion does not hold because cacbcb E&(Z) but cacbcb +! L&3), and 
indeed, there is no morphism g : uar(fi) -+ uar(cr)* such that g(B) = CI. Despite this fact, 
we have z~~I,J,,~~(x) ~Ls,r(b) for all I,,12 E C, 1, # 12. We exemplify this by showing 
(i) 71Bl,a,b(a) E LE,db) and (ii) zijl ,c,a(x> ELE,z(P). First of all note that ZI~~,~,.~,(_V,) 
starts with a prefix 1112 and ends with a suffix 121,. Hence, t~~~,~,,~~(yi)=l~12~,,,1~1, 
for some subword wY, of z~~~,~~,~~(y~). 
(i) ri!+,b(a) =abw,,baaabw,,bababu~~ba aby,,ba abw,,bu. 
Define the morphism v by v(zr ) = v(z2) = A and 
v(z3) = wv, baaabw,,ba b abw,,ba abw,,ba abw,,ba. 
Then clearly V(P) = ‘q,fl,o,b(@), hence q+b(@) E LE,z(/+ 
(ii) r~pl,~,~(a) = caw,,aca cawy,ac b caw,,ac cawy,ac c~w,,,~uc. 
Now define the morphism v by v(z, ) = cawy,ac a CCZU;~~, v(z2 ) = c and v(zs ) = caw,., ac 
ca w,“> ac ca WY4 a. 
Note that the condition of having two extra constants could be dropped in Lemma 3.4, 
if E-language equivalence was preserved under alphabet extensions, more precisely, if 
the question below would have an answer in the affirmative. 
Open question 2. Does the equivalence: 
LE,Z(@) =LE,Z(P) H LE,F(a) = LE.Z’(b) 
hold for card(C) b 3, CI, /I E (C u V)+ and C’ = C U {a}, where a $! C? 
Again, the condition card(C) 2 3 is essential (cf. Example 1.1). Note moreover that 
the only if part is the crucial one as the if part holds trivially. 
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By variations of the above proof technique, we are able to show that E-language 
inclusion (hence E-language equivalence) is also decidable in other special cases. 
Proposition 3.9. Let C be an alphabet and let cx, /3 E (E U V)+ be similar patterns of 
theform CI=C(OU~C(~U~...~~--~U,CI, and~=~ou~~~~~...~~_~u~~~. Zfcard(C)>m+2, 
m>O, then it is decidable whether LEJ(CI) 2 L&p). 
Proof. Let Ii be a constant in ~1, 12 be a constant in u2 (II = 12 is possible), etc. 
Since card( { Z,,lz, . . . , lm}) Gm, there are two distinct constants a and b in the set 
C\{Zl,ZZ,..., Zm}. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 that rl~i,&c~) E LE,&?) if 
and only if there exists a morphism h : var(/I) + uar(x)* such that h(b) = CI. The rest 
of the proof is verbatim the same as above. 0 
Corollary 3.10. Given two patterns ~=XOU~CI~U~ . . .c ,,_~u,,,a, nd /?, it is decidable 
whether LE,~(cI) = L,,(p) provided that card(C)>m + 2, m 30. 
Proof. If CY and a are similar, then LEJ(CI) = L&j?) is decidable by Proposition 3.9. 
If m = 0 and a and p are not similar, then a is terminal-free and j3 contains terminals. 
Thus, LE,J(~) # L~,z(j) because the empty word is an element of L~,z(a) but not of 
LE,J(~). If m > 0 and o! and p are not similar, then L&a) # LE,z(~) by Theorem 3.1. 
u 
Proposition 3.11. Let C be an alphabet and let a, B E (E U V)+ be similar patterns. 
Zf there are a, b E C, a # b, such that every terminal segment of cx (hence of j?) 
contains at least one letter direrent from a and b, then it is decidable whether 
LE,Z(a) c LE,.dP). 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.5 applies, mutatis mutandis. 0 
Corollary 3.12. Let a = cl0u~cllu2.. . tx,,,_~u,,,cx,,, and /I be in (CU V)+. Zf there are 
a, b E C, a # b, such that every terminal segment uj of a contains at least one letter 
difSerent from a and b, then it is decidable whether LE,z(~x) =LE,@). 
Proof. If a and /? are similar, then L&CC) = LEJ(/~) is decidable by Proposition 3.11. 
If CI and p are not similar, then card(C)33 and hence Ls,r(a) # LE,~(P) according 
to Theorem 3.1. 0 
4. Variable elimination and normal forms 
Solving the equivalence problem for NE-pattern languages is easy: Two patterns 
generate the same language if and only if they are identical up to renaming of variables; 
see [l]. For E-patterns, however, this is not true at all. Jiang et al. [5] write that: “Two 
very different looking E-patterns may generate the same language. For instance, if 
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a terminal-free pattern a contains exactly one occurrence of some variable, then x is 
equivalent to the pattern x”. The fact that an E-pattern may contain many superfluous 
variables seems to be the major problem in deciding whether two E-patterns generate 
the same language. We call a variable x in an E-pattern x E (C U V’)? superfhwu.s, if the 
E-pattern c(’ obtained from c( by deleting all occurrences of x still generates Lb,,-(x). 
We next tackle the equivalence problem of two E-patterns z and fi by eliminating 
superfluous variables in (x and 8. The first difficulty one encounters in this approach is 
of course the decidability of whether a variable is superfluous or not. Since we do not 
know how to decide this in general, we by-pass the problem by defining a reduction 
relation +r c(CU V)+ x (EU If)+ such that if pattern c( reduces to pattern cy’, then 
the erased variables are superfluous. 
Definition 4.1. The reduction relation +I c (CU V)+ x (CU V)+ is defined by: r ir s(’ 
if and only if 
(‘I ) there is a non-empty proper subset & of var(r) such that erasing all occurrences 
of variables of 6 in x yields x’ (that is to say, x’ = d(a), where d = {x H i / x E I$} ), 
and 
(2) there is a linear morphism (r : zw(d) ---f UUY(CI)~ such that ~(cl’)=a. Here u is 
called lineur if it has the form 
(T={X,Hy;Xij):(XiEvUr(r’), yj,y:EQ*, 1 bidn}, 
where c’uEY(~‘)={x~,...,x,}. 
If I;( jr il’, then we say that u reduces to 2’ (by deleting the variables 4 = IAD(~ 
~ar( ~4)). Pattern Q is said to be reducible if there exists a pattern a’ such that x dr 2’. 
We illustrate the definition by a small example which also shows that sometimes il. 
is necessary to eliminate more than one variable in one reduction step. 
Example 4.2. Let x = xzyzyzz. Then x +r cx’ = x because the linear morphism c = {x t--i 
XZJYJZZ} satisfies a(~‘) = X. Note that neither c( +T X~Y nor c( hr .YZZX, although s)~l’ 
and .XZZZZ generate &I(X). 
Given c( and CI’, it is decidable whether a +r r’: Condition (1) can be checked in 
linear time and condition (2) is decidable because it suffices to check the equality 
a(~‘) = r merely for the finitely many linear morphisms (T which satisfy Cyz, IyI;(I == 
(i - 1~21 (since Cr=, Iyl$\ # (ai - (cd . rm les ~(a’) # x already). Hence, it is also pl’ 
decidable whether a is reducible because there are only finitely many non-empty proper 
subsets & of nar(cc). 
Lemma 4.3. rf c[ dT a’, then LE,~( x) = LE,~(x’). (Hence the mriahles I$ = m_w( x)\ 
UUY(C/) are super@ous in a. ) 
Proof. d(r) = X’ implies &I(&) C_ &Z(a) and (~(a’) = LY implies &z(x) C &.x(x’) 
:- ,_A 
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Lemma 4.4. The reduction relation -+r c (Z U V)+ x (Z U V)+ is a length-decreasing 
partial ordering. 
Proof. In order to prove that -+r is a partial ordering, we have to show irreflexivity 
and transitivity. h-reflexivity of -+r follows from V, # 0. We show transitivity: Suppose 
CI -+ CI’ and LY’ -fr LX”, i.e., there are deletion morphisms d’,d” and linear morphisms 
g’, 0” such that d’(u) = a’, ~‘(a’) = LX, d”(a’) = cl” and o’(M”) = CI’. Define d = d” o d’ 
and 0 = (r’ o a”. Obviously, d(a) = cz” and a”(~“) = a. It is not too difficult to prove 
that G is linear, hence transitivity of -+ follows. It is obvious that CI --+ c(’ implies 
IN/> /a’[; thus -+y is length-decreasing. 0 
Definition 4.5. A pattern M is said to be in normal form (w.r.t. +,), if there is no 
pattern a’ such that CI -lr a’. 
Since --+ is length-decreasing, the successive reduction of a pattern must end in 
a normal form (an irreducible pattern). Clearly, a pattern CI may have two distinct 
normal forms. Just consider CI = xy : cr.-+,x and M +r y. Our next goal is to show that 
the normal forms of a pattern are identical up to variable renaming. The following 
technical lemma essentially enables us to show that if a E (C U V)+ is a pattern in 
normal form and h : uar(cc) + uar(a)* is a morphism such that c1 is a fixpoint of h 
(i.e., h(a) = a), then h must be the identity function on uar(a). The fact that the normal 
form of a pattern is unique up to variable renaming follows naturally from this property. 
Lemma 4.6. Let LX E (CU V)+ be a pattern and let h : uar(a) --f uar(ol)* be a morphism 
such that h(a) = CI. Then the following statements hold. 
(1) CI has a partition a= /I,/32 . . /?k into minimal jixpoints of h, i.e., for each 
i E { 1,. . . , k}, /?i E (C U V)‘, the equality h(fii) = fii holds, and for every proper sub- 
word y of pi we have h(y) # y. 
(2) The partition is unique. 
(3) For every iE{l,. . . , k}, either j?i E Z or fii E V+. Moreover, if /?i E Vf, then it 
contains exactly one variable x such that 
(*I h(x)= YIXY~ where ~1~72 E (ua~(fi~>\{x}>* and pi = &y1xy2& 
for some 61,& E (var(/?i)\{x})*. 
(4) Zf x is a variable such that h(x) = ylxy2, where yl,y2 E (var(/Ii)\{x})*, and 
x occurs in some /Ii and fij, i # j, then /3i = /I’. 
Proof. (1) We scan a symbol by symbol from left to right. Since a is a fixpoint, there 
is a smallest prefix of a which is a fixpoint of h, this is /?,. If there were a proper 
subword y of PI (i.e., /?I = 6~8, where y and 66’ are nonempty) with h(y) = y, then it 
would follow 
PI = WI > = h(OWM~‘) = h(W46’). 
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By induction, we obtain p1 = @(fit ) = P( ;i)yP(S’) for all q E N. In particular, kq( 6) 
is a prefix of fit (hence of a) for all q E N. It is fairly simple to prove that either 
kq+‘(d)>kq(6) or kq+‘(6)<kq(d) for all qE N. On the other hand, neither kq+‘(6)> 
kq(S) nor kq+‘(S) < kq(S) can hold for all q E N. Thus, there is a q E N such that 
kq+l(d)= kq(S). Hence kq(S) is a fixpoint of k. If kq(S)= /I&, then we infer PI = 
kq(S)ykq(S’) = /II ykq(S’) which is impossible. Otherwise kq(S) is a smaller prefix of a 
than pt. This, however, contradicts our minimality assumption. 
Let us resume the construction of the partition of x Let x’ be the pattern such that 
x = 01 x’. Since k(a) = k(/Il)k(d) = /&k(d) = M, the equation k( x’) = SI’ must hold. Now 
we repeat the process described above with M’ and obtain 82. After a finite number 
of repetitions of the process, we obtain a partition of a which obviously meets the 
requirements. 
(2!) Let x=711/2.. ~1 be any partition of x into minimal fixpoints w.r.t. h. We 
compare fir 82 . . flk and yty2 . . . ;I/ from left to right. If /rt # 71, then either /jl is a proper 
prefix of ~1 or vice versa. The former contradicts the minimality of ;‘I and the latter the 
minimality of pi. Thus fit = yt. Repeated application of this argument leads to k = I 
and fli=;‘i for every i~{l,...,k}. 
(3) If fi, contains a letter b from Z, then fli = h because k(b) = h and PI is a min- 
imal fixpoint. Otherwise ,$ E V+. We need a few prerequisites to show the second 
statement of (3). First of all note that, for all .Y E var(/$), h(x) is a subword of /jl 
since k@,) = pi. This implies that there is no variable x E LXU@~) such that x occurs 
twice in k(x). So condition (x) can be rephrased as: x occurs in k(x) (or k(x) con- 
tains x), Let PI =X1x2.. .Xj_lX,Xj+] . .xn. If k(xl ) does not contain xl, then k(x, ) = i. 
(otherwise k(x,) = yl . y,,,, where x1 # yr contradicting k(P,) = b,). If k(x2) does not 
contain x2, then either k(x2) = A or k(x2:) =x1. Consequently, if k(x,) does not con- 
tain x,, then k(xlx2 .,x-l) is a proper prefix of ~1x2 .x,-r. So if for all variables x,. 
1 <j<n, /?(.xj) does not contain xi, then k(/?;) is a proper prefix of pi which contra- 
dicts k(/i) =/I,. Thus, fii must contain at least one variable satisfying (*). It remains, 
to show that there is no other variable in a~r(,6~) which is distinct from x, and which 
fulfills (*). To this end, we first observe that a variable xl, 1 E { 1,. . ,n}, occurs in 
k(x,) if and only if 
Ik(x,x2...x,_,)I<l- 1 and Jk(xIx2.. .x~_lxr)l> 1. 
No,w let x., be the first variable (from left to right) satisfying (*). It is not difficult to 
prove that Ik(xlx2 . ..xl)l<IforeveryIt(l...., j-l}(otherwisetherewouldbeamin 
imal 1 such that Ik(x1x2.. .xp)l <p for all 1 <p-c 1 and Ik(xIx2.. .xi)l> 1, hence there 
would be a variable left to xj satisfying (*)). If k(x,) = yl.Xj, then x1x2.. .x,-Ixj is a fix- 
point of k. Since pi is minimal, it follows n =j and the assertion is proved in this case. 
Otherwise, k(xi) = ylxgz, where 72 E V+. Then k(xIx2 . ..xj-~x.)=x~x~...x,_Ix,j’2 and 
~k(.x~x2...x,_~xj)l>j. Next we show that for every l~{j + l,...,n - I}, we have 
Ik(.x,x2.. .x, . . .x,)1 > 1. Clearly, Ik(xlx2.. .xj. , .x,)1 # 1 because Bi is a minimal fix- 
point. So suppose for an indirect proof that there is an 1 E {j + 1,. , n - I } such that 
Ik(.x~x2...xi...x,)(<l. Since Ik(xIx~...xi)l>jr there must be an index p, j<pbl 
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with J~(XIXZ . . .X,-I)/ > p - 1 and Ih(xix~ . . .+)I <p. This is evidently impossible, so 
the claim is proved. It further follows from h(Di) =fli that h(x,) = 2. So there cannot 
be a second variable in Uar(pi) which is different from xj and satisfies (*). 
(4) We show that if x is a variable such that h(x) contains x, then there is some 
q E N, such that M’(x) is a proper subword of P+‘(x) for all p <q and M(x) = P+‘(X). 
In other words, P(x) is a minimal fixpoint of h which contains x. The assertion follows 
directly from this, for if x is contained in some pi and P,, i # j, then fii = hq(x) = Bj. 
We first show by induction on q that K’(x) is a subword of P+‘(x). 
Base case q = 1: By assumption, x occurs in h(x). 
q ----f q + 1: The induction hypothesis states that P-‘(x) is a subword of M(x), 
so M(x) = vhq-‘(x)w for some v and w. Therefore, M+‘(x) = h(v)h~(x)h(w). In other 
words, M(x) is a subword of h”+‘(x). 
Now since a is a fixpoint of h, M(x) cannot grow beyond a, so for some 4 E k,J the 
equality hq(x) = M+‘(X) must hold. 0 
Theorem 4.7. Let CI E (C U V)+ be a pattern in normal form and let h : var(cc) -+ 
uar(a)* be a morphism such that h(a) = CC. Then h is the identity function on var(a). 
Proof. According to Lemma 4.6, a has a unique partition o! = /3t p2 . . . /?k into minimal 
fixpoints w.r.t. h such that either /3i EC or pi E Vf where pi contains exactly one 
variable xi which occurs in h(x;). Let il,. . , iP be exactly those indices for which 
pi, E V’ and let xi, be the corresponding variables satisfying (x). Let & = {xi,, . . . ,n~} 
(note that x4 =xig, ij # iq, is possible) and V, = ZXZY(M)\ J&. Suppose that 6 # 0 and let 
CI’ be the pattern obtained from CC by deleting all the variables from 6, i.e., CC’ =d(ol) 
where d = {x H 11 x E 6). Note that var(a’) = &. Define g : var(d) --+ var(cc)* by 
dxi, > = Pi, 
According to Lemma 4.6, g is well-defined because xi, =xi4 implies /?i, = pi,,. Further- 
more, we claim g(cr’) = a. In order to prove this claim, it suffices to show g(d(Pi,)) = /li, 
for all 1 <j < p. We have d(& ) =xi, because xi, is the only variable from J$ in pi,. 
Hence, g(d(& )) = g(xi, ) = pi, and the claim is proved. Since pi, has a representation 
8iy1Xi,y2&, where yi,y2,&,62 E G*, g is a linear morphism. Thus it follows a-+, CI’. 
This, however, contradicts the fact that do is in normal form. So 6 = 0. It further fol- 
10~s that pi, =x~, and therefore h(xi, ) = xi, for 1 <j < p. Hence h is the identity on 
VaY(a)={Xi,,...,Xi~}. 0 
The simple example CI = xy, h(x) = xy and h(y) = A: shows that in Theorem 4.7 the 
normal form requirement on CI cannot be dropped because h(a) =a but h is not the 
identity on uar(a). 
Corollary 4.8. If a pattern CI E (C u V)+ reduces to two distinct normal forms CI’ and 
c(“, then there is a variable renaming h : var(a’) ---f var(ol”)* such that h(cc’) = ~2’. 
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Proof., Consider two reductions of IX to normal forms LX’ and x”: 
Since dr is transitive, we obtain LX’+, CI -+r LX”. By definition of reduction, there are 
morphisms d’, d” and cr’, cr” such that d’(u) =: a’, d”(x) = r”, ~‘(a’) = r and g”( Y”) = IX 
Define f : car(d) -+ uar(a”)* by J’ = d” o cr’. Analogously, define g : vur(z”) - 
uar(cc’)* by g = d’ o u”. Then f(a’) = LX” and g(cc”) =x’. Hence, f(g(a”)) = E” and 
g(f(cc’)) = x’. By Theorem 4.7, J’og is the identity on tiur(u”) and gof is the identity 
on uar(cI’). Thus f and g are bijections, or in other words, variable renamings. 11 
Thus, the normal form of pattern c( w.r.t. hT is unique (up to variable renamings); 
from now on it will be denoted by al. Next, we derive equivalent formulations of 
Conjecture 1 of Section 1. 
Proposition 4.9. Let c(, /J E (C u V)+ he patterns and let card(C) 2 3. The following 
statements are equivalent. 
(1) ML and /Ii are identical up to variable renaming. 
(2) There are morphisms f’ : var(aJ) 4 uar(pl)* and g’ : ear --f uar(al)* such 
that f“(al) = BJ, and g’(pI) = rxi. 
(3) There ure morphisms f : zjar(a) --t unr(b)* and g : var(b) -+ var(a)* such that 
.f(a)=B and g(P)=a. 
Proof. The implication (1) + (2) holds trivially. The converse implication (2) + ( 1) 
is a consequence of Theorem 4.7 (cf. also proof of Corollary 4.8). The equivalence 
(2) ++ (3) follows from the equalities d(a) = rJ, a(xJ,) = a, d’(p) = jI and o’(/?l) = fl. 
The existence of a morphism f' : var(cxl) + uar(fiL)* with f’(al)=/?L implies for 
instance the existence of a morphism f : vu(a) + vu(p)* such that f(z) = b; just 
define ,f = (T’ o .f” o d. q 
Consequently, in the situations of Corollaries 3.7 and 3.10 language equivalence can 
also be decided by comparing normal forms w.r.t. -+r instead of testing membership of 
certain words: LE,J(cI)=LE,J(/I) if and only if rJ, and fil are identical up to variable 
renaming. The if direction is obvious and the only if direction can be seen as follows. 
If aJ and 81 are not identical up to variable renaming but similar, then it follows from 
Proposition 4.9 in conjunction with Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.9, respectively, 
that either LE,T(aX) $ LE,dp) or LE,dfl) $ LE,d@), hence LE,d=) #LE,dbh Finally, 
if ~1 and fiJ, are not similar (hence not identical up to variable renaming), then x 
and p are not similar and thus L&x)# ,+(,!I) (cf. Theorem 3.1 and the proof of 
Corollary 3.10, respectively). 
We have not investigated yet whether reduction to normal form is less complex than 
solving the membership problem which is NP-complete. 
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5. Equivalence tests based on normal forms 
We next show the benefits of our normal form approach. 
Proposition 5.1. Let CC,~ E (C U V)+ be patterns and let card(C)34. Suppose LXJ has 
independent variable segments. Then L~,c(a) = LE,z(/z?) if and only if ccl and j3i are 
identical up to variable renaming. 
Proof. We show L&a) = LE,@) if and only if there are morphisms f : var(a~) + 
var(j3~)” and g : var(~~) ---) var(a~)* such that f(al) =/?I and g(j31) = al. The if 
direction is trivially true, so we prove the only if direction. Let LE,Z(CZ) = LE,&?); 
hence LE,z(cI~)=LE,J(PJ). According to Theorem 3.1, al and /IL are similar, so let 
al =cIourcIru?; . ..G&+lU.c& and /IL = jourpr ~2.. . ~,,_~u,,,/?~. We show: 
1. For any cl;, there is an J : VUY(C(~) -+ vur(/?;)* such that J;(cx;) =/I;. 
2. For any pi, there is a g; : vur(p;) + var(mi)* such that g;(fi;) = a; and moreover 
g;(x) = 2 whenever x also occurs in p’, j # i . 
3. The local morphisms fi can be combined into a global morphism f such that 
f(ml) = P1. 
4. The local morphisms g; can be combined into a global morphism g such that 
g(P1) = al. 
In order to prove (1) and (2), we consider only the case 0 <i < rn (the cases i = 0 and 
i = m are similar and simpler). Let c be the last letter of U; and d be the first letter 
of u;+r We choose a, b E C\{C, d} such that a # b. 
1. Consider zi,~i,,,#?~~). ~l~~i,~,(fl_l) can be written as WOU~UJI , . .w,_lu,w,, where 
W; = r/,il,,,b(p;). Since LE,J(~~) =LE,&?_~), there is a CJ such that o(aj.)=wour~t 
. . . w?-1w?lwn. Note that if Cl; is between the kth appearance of c and the Ith appear- 
ance of d in al, then w; is between the kth appearance of c and the lth appearance of 
d in Tlali,a,b(k). S’ mce u cannot introduce the constants c and d, it follows o(a;) = w;. 
As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we obtain a morphism J; : var(tti) + vur(p;)* such 
that J(Q) = p;. 
2. Let z be the morphism which encodes only variables from vuv(x;). That is, 
r(x) = ZI~L~,~,~(X) if x E IJar and r(x) = ,I otherwise. Since xj, has independent vari- 
able segments, it follows 
There is a morphism rr such that o(p1) = ~0~1 . . . ujr(pJj,a,b(ai)ui+l . . u, because 
LE,J(cc~) = LE,J(/~~). Since D cannot introduce the constants c and d, it follows o(/?;) = 
zl~ll,~,b(a;) and o(fi’) =I, for every j fi. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we obtain 
a morphism g; : vur(/$) + uur(cc~)* such that g;(p;) = a;. Moreover g;(x) = i whenever 
x E VUr(fli) n VUr(/$) for some j # i. 
3. Let x E vur(al). Since al has independent variable segments, there is exactly one 
index i such that x E uur(a;). Define f(x) =f;(x). The morphism f obtained in this 
manner is well-defined and moreover f(al) = p1. 
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4. Define 
g(x) = I CliCx> ifx (5 uar(8i>\Ujf, udfij>, 1, otherwise. 
The morphism g is well-defined and moreover g(,Q) = XL. 17 
Corollary 5.2. Let a,p E (C U V)+ be patterns and let card(Z)>4. The languuge 
equivalence problem is decidable if 
1. ~j, has independent variable segments. 
2. x has independent variable segments. 
3. al is linear. 
4. M is linear. 
Proof. 
1. This is proved in Proposition 5.1. 
2. If r has independent variable segments, then so does ccl. 
3. If xi is linear, then it has independent variable segments. 
4. If Y is linear, then al is linear. 17 
It has already been shown by Jiang et al. [5] that the inclusion LE.I;(c() C &z(j) 
is decidable if fl is a one-variable pattern and card(Z) >2 (the same result for NE- 
patterns is contained in [l]). Thus, our next result is not surprising. Its proof, however, 
is much more complicated than expected because only one normal form is assumed to 
be a one-variable pattern. 
Proposition 5.3. Let x, fl E (C U V)+ he putterns und let card(Z) 33. If CYL is a onr- 
oariuble pattern, then LE,J(M) = LE,~(IJ) if and only if’ CCL and fil ure identical up to 
uariuble renaming. 
Proof. Again, we show LE,J(CI) = LE,z@) if and only if there are morphisms f‘ : uzr( crl) 
4 vm(jIJ)* and g: var(fiL) -+ uar(clJ)* such that f(al) =/Q and g(b_l)=ai. In order 
to prove the only if case, let LE,J(x~) = &J(U) = LE.Q) = LE,z(~L). According to 
Theorem 3.1, al and pl are similar, so let ~.~=ccou~~Iu~ . . x,_,u,B, and /?I = fioul/$uz 
. . . /$_~um/&. Let x be the (only) variable occurring in rl, and let xI,.q>. . .xh be 
the variables occurring in PI. Without loss of generality, we may assume that xg 
is not empty, i.e., it contains at least one occurrence of x. Let c be the first letter 
of UI. We choose a,bEC\{ c such that a #b. Consider r~~jl,~,b(PJ). rl,,l,,,h(fiL) can } 
be written as waurwr . . . wm-~u,w,, where wi = ~lx~l,a,dB;>. Since L~,,d~l) =b,,lr(PLh 
there is a morphism (T such that a = WOU~W~ . . . IV,,_ I u,w,. Clearly, a( c(~) = wa. 
It is not difficult to prove that o(x) = ~/,ll,,,b(x~, )zl,~l,,.h(q~ ) . . . zl,~l.,,~(x,, ), where 
il, i2,, . il E { 1,. ,k}, because ~0 contains only x’s Suppose a(%~) contains a prefix 
IV of ~2 (w = u2 is possible). Then IV must be of the form ~l~~l,~,~(~~, )rllLl u,h(x,l). 
~~,~p&,,,), where j~,j,,. . .jp E (1,. . .,k}. This contradicts the fact that ~s,~~~.~~~(x,,)~ 
> /UZ/ for every Xj E uar(pl). Repeated application of this argument yields ~(x, ) = wI = 
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rlall,&?i). As in Lemma 3.4, we obtain a morphism f: {x} + va~-(j3j,)* such that 
f (al) = pj,, namely f(x) =xi,xi, . .xi,. Moreover, if ltlilx = Y, then pi = f(x) . . . f(x), 
where f(x) occurs r times in pi. Thus, every variable xj E var(flJ) occurs at least as 
often in /?l as x in al. Now consider rlp~l,,b(a_l). Again, there is a morphism v such 
that v(fil)=zlp~l,~,b(al) and furthermore v(/?o) = ~0. Let xj be a variable of vaQo) 
such that V(xj) contains an anchor segment of x. It follows that lcl& = 1/&. Since /?1 
is in normal form, we infer j = k = 1, that is to say, fi./, contains only the variable x1. 
Obviously, al and 81 are identical up to variable renaming. 0 
It remains to be investigated whether Proposition 5.3 extends to unambiguous patterns 
(recall that every one-variable pattern is unambiguous). We next derive a result similar 
to Proposition 5.3. 
Proposition 5.4. Let CI, p E (Z U V)+ be patterns and let card(C) 24. Suppose crL = 
QUlcI]U2.. cI,_iu,cI,, where ~CXO[< 1, Ic~,I< 1, and Iail= 1 for O<i<m. In other 
words, tx1 does not contain consecutive variables. Then L&E) = LE,J(~) if and only 
if al and /?I are identical up to variable renaming. 
Proof. We proceed as in Propositions 5.1 and 5.3. Let LEJ(cI~)=LE,J(cI)=LE,&?)= 
LE,c(PI). BY Theorem 3.1, PI =Po~iPiuz . . . /I$,-~u,$~. Let x E var(crJ). There is an 
index i, 0 <i <m, such that Cli =x. W.1.o.g. we may assume that 0 <i <m (again, the 
cases i = 0 and i = m are similar and simpler). Let c be the last letter of Ui and d be 
the first letter of Ui+t . Again, we choose a, b E C\{c, d} such that a # b. Define 
z(z) = 
q~l,dz) if x =z, 
2 otherwise. 
z(al) can be written as woulwl . ..w._lu,w,,,, where wj =zI~~I,~,~(x) if aj=x and 
wj = /z otherwise. Since L&CCL) = L&J3J), there is a morphism v such that v(P1) = 
WOUlWl . . W,_lU,W,. Clearly, v(/?i) = r(ai) = T(X) = ~~pll,~,b(x). Let y be the variable 
in var(pi) such that v(y) contains the anchor segment of x. It is clear that y occurs 
exactly once in pi; in the sequel, we call y the anchor variable of x. Furthermore, it 
follows l/3Llv < IclLIX. 
Now consider ZI~~~,~,J(~~) = voulvl . . v,_~u,v,, where Vk = rl,LJ,&&). Since 
LE,x(~l) =L&/?_l), there is a morphism c such that o(al) = vouivi . . . v,_~u,v,. 
Clearly, c(ai) = a(x) = vi = rlall,a,b(/?i). Hence laJlx < I/?Jlv. Both inequalities yield 
IalL = IBllv. A s a further consequence, we observe that if y occurs in &, 0 d j d m, 
then pj =y/&G. Let us compare the equal words I and v(fiL) again. Firstly, by 
a length argument, we see that v(z) = i for all z E nar(/?l)\var(/?i). Secondly, the same 
length argument has the following consequence: if y’ E uar(pi), y’ # y and v(y’) # 1, 
then IPLly~ = lPily/ * IpJlv. In other words, y’ occurs solely within the context pi in 
/?J. Now it is relatively easy to show that 
l aj=x, O<j<m, implies yEua@‘) and I&Jy=l, and 
0 OIj #x, 0 d j < m, implies y $Z VU?fpj). 
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Just compare the equal words z(al) and v(jI1) from left to right. Suppose there is 
another index k E (0, 1, . . , m}, k # i, such that CQ =x. It follows from the above that 
j?k = ypib. Since i was chosen arbitrarily, we can interchange i and k. This yields 
j_$ = y’fi#. Hence y, 6, y’ and 6’ must be empty. Therefore, fik = B1. 
We apply the above construction to every variable x E uar(aj,). So every x t var( al) 
has an anchor variable YE var(fiL). This anchor variable is uniquely determined by the 
above construction. Moreover, different variables from uar(al) have different anchor 
variables. Finally, if y E ~a~(~~) is the anchor variable of x E ~~r(rl), then Y occurs 
in fi_ if and only if 01, =x. 
With these preparatory considerations, we are now able to define morphisms 
f : ~-(a~) -+ ~a@~)* and g : uur(j3~) -+ mu(clJ)* such that f(a.l) = ,Gj, and g(,8J) = ~1. 
For every x E uur(al), there is an i such that CX~ =x. Define f’ by f(cc, ) = PI. Since 
ai = CX) implies fli = pi, f is well-defined and obviously f(c~j,) = BL. On the other hand, 
define g by 
x 
Y(Y) = 
if Y is the anchor variable of some x E aur(al), 
i” otherwise. 
g is well-defined, too, and the equality g(j?L) = al holds true. This proves the propo- 
sition. c1 
Note that if a pattern in normal form is linear, then its canonical form is ~0~1x1112 
. ..x._.~u,x,. Thus, Proposition 5.4 also generalizes Corollary 5.2, (3) and (4). 
6. Related work 
In this paper, we did not investigate the cases curd(C) d 2. In [3], it is shown that the 
equivalence of E-patterns is decidable for curd(C) = 1 and a necessary condition for the 
equivalence of E-patterns in case curd(C) = 2 is given. Moreover, Dkyi and FiilGp [3] 
claim that for curd(C) > 2 the inclusion and hence the equivalence problem for similar 
E-patterns is decidable by testing membership of a certain word; see below for the 
exact claim. However, Example 3.8 refutes the claim. To see this, let us first recall the 
definition of the morphism Tk,a,b in [3] (which is a modification of Definition 3.3 ). 
Definition 6.1. Let ~=cL~u~cI~u~...cI,_~u,cI, E(CUV)+, V = {x,,...,~,}, and curd(I) 
22. Moreover, let max = max{lu,I 1 l<i<m}. For every u,b in C. u#6, and k>O, 
define Tk,a.b : v + {c&b}* by 
Q~,~(x,) = ~bmaxbk*r+‘uubmaxbk*i+2u~~~ ubmaxbk*(l+‘)u, 1 <i<n. 
Claim. Let curd(Z)>2 and let cr,p E (WV)+ be similur patterns, where CI = ZOUIUIU~ 
. . . G--I&n%. Let k be the number of variable occurrences in ,8 and jix two 
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distinct letters a, b E Z. Then zk +-m&(a) E LE,+) if and only if there is a morphism 
h : uar(fi) + uar(a)* such that h(B) = a. 
Let do and p be as in Example 3.8 and note that Zg,a,b(yj)=abwYzba for some 
subword wy, E {a, b} +. It follows as in Example 3.8 that ‘%ja,b(@) EL&/l) but there 
is no morphism h with h(/?)=cc. 
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